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Abstract
Epistaxis is the most common acute presentation to ENT services in the UK. The recent British Rhinological Society multidisciplinary consensus 

recommendations [1] provide new guidance for its management. To better align with these, we reviewed current practice in our tertiary referral 
centre. We noted practice variation both within and between departments, particularly concerning the timing and utilisation of nasal packing, 
accounting for inpatient stay. The aim of this project was to reduce nasal packing for the initial management of epistaxis and increase attempted 
nasal cautery. We adapted the BRS guidelines for local use and worked with key stakeholders to establish a stepwise management algorithm for 
epistaxis, which would be suitable for all practitioners to initiate, regardless of specialty. This was discussed in an audit meeting with consultants, 
registrars, and junior doctors to assess clinical and practical acceptability. After refinement, we produced a step-by-step flowchart, which would 
serve as the local reference for management of epistaxis. After implementation, our prospective audit showed that inpatient admissions from 
epistaxis were reduced without adverse events or a significant increase in readmissions. Our QI process and protocol could be used as a safe way to 
disseminate and implement BRS guidelines at the local level.
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Introduction
Epistaxis is the most common acute presentation to ENT 

services in the UK, accounting for 25000 acute presentations 
each year, which aligns with our institutional experience at Barts  

 
Health NHS Trust, which is the largest Trust in the UK. Recently, 
the British Rhinological Society (BRS) established multidisciplinary 
consensus recommendations for the management of epistaxis. 
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At our institution, this condition is initially managed by the 
emergency department (ED) and by junior doctors in ENT (FY2-
CT3 equivalent). Despite the publication of the BRS guidelines, we 
have observed low awareness of these in the ED and amongst ENT 
juniors. This may be one reason why nasal packing is used as the 
initial management in patients presenting with ongoing epistaxis, 
which may result in consequent inpatient stay. The aim of this 
quality improvement project was to disseminate and implement 
the BRS epistaxis guidelines at a local level. Specifically, we aimed 
to change initial management of epistaxis from nasal packing to 
attempted nasal cautery instead.

Methods
A presentation on the nationwide audit on epistaxis 

management options was given by the National ENT Trainee 
Research Network to the ENT department followed by further 

discussions with local stakeholders. At this meeting, it became 
clear that our ENT team did not have knowledge of the new BRS 
epistaxis guidelines. As a result, we created a new Protocol for 
Management of Epistaxis in Adults based on these new guidelines 
(Figure 1). With the proposed protocol, we prospectively audited 
our management of adult epistaxis patients over a 4-month period 
(November 2019 to February 2020) as part of a Barts Health 
NHS Trust Quality Improvement Project (project ID 11110). 
Data gathered included; type of epistaxis (anterior vs. posterior), 
location of patient in hospital, inpatient/outpatient status, whether 
nasal cautery was attempted and by whom, whether nasal packing 
was in situ and who had placed this, whether packing was removed 
and cautery was attempted, use of tranexamic acid, whether 
admission was needed and subsequent management (e.g. surgery 
or interventional radiology). Responses were anonymised at 
clinician and patient level.

Figure 1: Royal London Hospital ENT Department Protocol for Management of Epistaxis in Adults.
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Data was collected through a proforma provided to ENT doctors. 
After assessing an eligible patient with epistaxis, the clinician filled 
in the proforma and returned it to the QI team for collation and data 
input. We included all patients presenting with epistaxis with no 
exclusion criteria.

Results
Our prospective audit cohort consisted of 25 consecutive 

patients presenting with epistaxis. The majority of patients were 
seen in the ED (n=22). 17 patients were diagnosed with an anterior 
bleed and, of these, 6 were cauterised as initial management and 
10 required nasal packing and/or had IV/PO tranexamic acid. Of 
the 8 patients with a posterior bleed (defined as lack of an anterior 
bleeding point seen on rhinoscopy), 6 had nasal packing placed 
initially without cautery (Figure 2).

22 patients were reviewed in the ED, 2 in ambulatory care and 
1 in a separate hospital without specifying the department. At the 
time of assessment, 3 were inpatients, 15 were outpatients and 
the remaining 7 were ED patients. Some interventions included 
in the audit had already been performed prior to the ENT SHO’s 

assessment; these instances will be alluded to in order to maintain 
data quality. For example, 2 patients had already undergone nasal 
packing in separate hospitals (1 by ED and 1 by ITU), while 1 patient 
had already undergone cautery again in a separate hospital.

Figure 2: Patient cohort divided into anterior bleeds and posterior bleeds based on the ENT SHO’s clinical history and findings on 
examination.

Figure 3: Epistaxis management options used for patients with a convincing history of an anterior bleed.
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7/25 patients were cauterised (1 of which was performed 
before the audit participants reviewed the patient) and 12/25 
patients were packed (2 before the audit participants reviewed 
the patient). 1 patient required both cauterisation and packing, 
while the remaining 5 patients received neither intervention. 11 
patients were packed without cautery having been attempted (2 
before the audit participants reviewed the patient), whereas only 
6 were cauterised without nasal packing being used (1 of which 
was cauterised before the audit participants reviewed the patient) 
(Figure 3). At first glance, this seems to be out of keeping with the 
Integrate study guidelines, which state cautery should be attempted 
before nasal packing which only occurred in 39% of patients who 
received either of the two interventions.

However, it must be considered that 17 of the 25 patients 
had a convincing history of an anterior bleed. Cautery was only 
performed on patients with a convincing history of an anterior 
bleed and corresponding findings on examination (Figure 4). Of the 
8 patients without a convincing history of an anterior bleed, 6 were 
given nasal packing (1 before the audit participants reviewed the 
patient). 6 of the anterior bleed patients were cauterised without 
nasal packing being used (1 before the audit participants reviewed 
the patient), but 5 were packed without cautery having been 
attempted. 1 anterior bleed patient required both cauterisation 
and packing while 5 anterior bleed patients did not receive either 
intervention. Therefore, when anterior bleed patients are taken as 
a subset, 58% were treated according to the Integrate guidelines.

Figure 4: Adherence in the management of patients with a convincing history of an anterior bleed to the guidelines suggested by the British 
Rhinological Society.

There is also an important point to be made regarding the 
inpatient burden of the anterior bleed patients. None of the 6 
anterior bleed patients, who received cautery and not nasal 
packing, required an inpatient stay. This is in contrast to all of 
the 5 anterior bleed patients, who received nasal packing and not 
cautery, suggesting closer adherence to the Integrate guidelines 
would relieve some of this burden (Figure 5).

Tranexamic acid was given to 15 of the 25 patients. It was given 
intravenously in 13 cases and orally in 2. There was no statistically 
significant difference between the proportion of anterior bleed 
and presumed posterior bleed patients given tranexamic acid (5/8 
patients without a convincing history of an anterior bleed and 9/17 
patients with a convincing history of an anterior bleed).
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Figure 5: Hospital admission rates and other potential benefits of adhering to these guidelines for the management of anterior bleed 
patients.

Discussion
Epistaxis carries a lifelong incidence of 60% across the general 

population [2]. Although most cases are self-limiting and benign, 
those that become profuse and unrelenting carry significant clinical 
urgency and potential mortality. In fact, epistaxis in isolation is the 
most common acute emergency managed by ENT departments 
across the UK and accounts for over 25,000 presentations to 
secondary care each year. Therefore, the recently published BRS 
guidelines for the management of this condition, one that accounts 
for over £1.5 million in hospital beds alone, was much needed [3].

In a recent study of 111 junior doctors, it was found that 75% 
of participants subjectively lacked confidence in the management 
of acute epistaxis when presenting as an emergency admission 
and it was concluded that a lack of training in otorhinolaryngology 
during medical school (8.1 days of teaching) largely accounted 
for this [4]. It is routinely assumed that the initial investigation 

of acute epistaxis should include a patient history and clinical 
assessment and it is integral to these processes that particular 
aspects of a patient’s history are noted. These include but are 
not limited to the onset, duration and frequency of the epistaxis, 
as well as its laterality, family history and predisposing factors, 
such as anticoagulation, nasal trauma and recent surgery. Clinical 
examination should also be coupled with an appreciation of the 
previous attempts to resolve the epistaxis, be that through nasal 
compression, packing tamponade or attempted cautery. It is only 
through careful consideration of these details that an appropriate 
management plan can be formulated. When these strategies 
were assessed as part of a collaborative ENT prospective study 
on epistaxis, significant variation in clinical practice was found 
between hospital trusts [5].

Our data provides useful evidence that the British Rhinological 
Society guidelines can be implemented on a local level to improve 
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patient outcomes. There are a few limitations to the project. Firstly, 
the sample size was small as we were limited by the number of 
epistaxis admissions that required ENT SHO input over the project 
period. Additionally, since ENT SHOs were aware of the ongoing 
audit, some may have adhered more closely to the newly created 
protocol compared to their normal practice, which may bias 
the self-reported data. Therefore, future studies should seek to 
increase sample size and evaluate patient outcomes and guideline 
compliance over a longer timescale.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the described use of the epistaxis management 

guideline form will allow relatively inexperienced doctors to better 
manage epistaxis through adhering to the most widely recognised 
and accepted up-to-date evidence. It will give them the confidence 
to remove packing in emergency departments and potentially 
expedite resolution of the bleed and subsequent discharge through 
cautery. We have seen that following the British Rhinological Society 
guidelines can reduce unnecessary hospital stays for patients 
with anterior bleeds. In fact, all patients in our cohort of anterior 
bleeds who initially received cautery instead of nasal packing did 
not require an inpatient admission, whereas all of those who were 
packed first did require admission, suggesting that adhering to the 
guidelines can reduce the resource burden of epistaxis inpatients.
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